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1. Introduction 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) uses radio 

frequency signals to identify objects and humans. 

RFID has impacted many service industries in areas 

such as logistics, manufacturing and supply chain 

management [5, 11]. An RFID system commonly is 

composed of two main components: an RFID tag and 

an RFID reader. The tag is attached to a product and an 

RFID reader communicates with the tag to identify the 

product. At products flow through a supply chain [5], 

their ownership is transferred from an owner to another 

owner. This transfer of ownership extends to RFID 

tags attached to these products also. A desirable 

Ownership Transfer Protocol (OTP) should provide the 

security requirements for RFID tag ownership transfer 

[14]. Such a protocol should meet at least the following 

security and privacy conditions [12]: 

1. When the ownership of a tag has been transferred to 

a new owner, only the new owner can identify the 

tag and has access to the information inside the tag 

and the old owner cannot identify and control the 

tag any more. 

2. After the ownership of a tag has been transferred to 

a new owner, the new owner should not be able to 

trace back the past interactions between the tag and 

its previous owners. 

1.1. Related Work 

Several OTPs have been proposed in the literatures, 

e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 15, 16, 17]. A majority of these 

protocols have been developed for the single-tag, 

single-owner e.g., [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 15] and some of 

these protocols have been proposed for multi-tag and 

multi-owner e.g., [4, 16,17]  

applications. Also, some of these protocols have used a 

Trusted Third Party (TTP) which acts as a secure 

channel to transfer some information between the 

entities e.g., [3, 4, 9, 13]. 

Munilla et al. [10] have presented an attack on 

Kapoor and Piramuthu [3] and Kapoor et al. [4] OTPs 

which puts a tag in a de-synchronized state. In their 

attack, they have assumed that upon receiving the 

message from TTP, the tag can update its secret key 

from s1 (old owner R1) to s2 (new owner R2) and loses 

s1. With this assumption, they have shown that if an 

adversary intercepts the pair 

))(',( 2)( 1
sfN stNP iP  which has been sent from TTP to 

the tag and replaces it by any desired pair, which is not 

equal to the pair ))(',( 2)( 1
sfN stNP iP  , the tag is 

cheated to update its current secret to s
'
2 which does 

not match with any record of TTP. Without loss of 

generality, somebody may assume that the tag loses s1 

when it receives the message from the new owner (R2). 

In this paper, based on this assumption; we describe 

that how an adversary can put a tag in a de-

synchronized state. 

1.2. Paper Organization 

In section 2, we briefly describe Kapoor and Piramuthu 

[3] OTP; then we explain our de-synchronization 

attack against it and also our suggestions to improve its 

security. We also explain Kapoor et al. [4] protocol, 

our de-synchronization attack against it and our 

suggestions for its improvement in section 3. Finally, 

section 4 concludes the paper. 
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2. De-Synchronization Attack on Kapoor 

and Piramuthu̓ s Ownership Transfer 

Protocol 

Recently Kapoor and Piramuthu [3] have proposed an 

ownership transfer protocol (KP protocol) with TTP 

which is shown in Figure 1. Throughout, the paper, we 

use the notations which are depicted in Table 1. The 

KP protocol is accomplished as below: 

Table 1. Notations. 

Notation Description 

TTP Trusted third party server 

Tagi RFID tag i 

fk Keyed (with key k) encryption function 

NJ,NIJ Random l-bit random numbers generated by entity J 

Ri Reader/Owner i 

ri Shared secret between reader Ri and TTP 

si Shared secret key between Ri, Tagi and TTP 

ti Shared secret between Tagi and TTP 

R1

r1 , s1

TTP

ti , ri , si

R2

r2 , s2

Tagi

ti , s1 , s2

1-1

1-2

2

3-1

3-2

4-1

4-2

)(', 2)( 1
sfN stNP iP 

)(, 2)( PNtT NsHN
Ti



)( 11
sfr

)(,' 22)'( 2
rsfN

PNrP 

)'( 22 Pr NsH 

)(', 22 2 RsR NfN

)(,' 22)'( 2
sNHN RsNT T



 

Figure 1. The KP protocol [3]. 

 Step 1-1. (TTPTag): When TTP receives the 

ownership transfer request; it generates a random 

number NP and a secret key s2. Then TTP computes 

)(' 2)( 1
sf stN iP   and sends ))(',( 2)( 1

sfN stNP iP   to 

the tag, where s1 is the tag's current key and ti is the 

secret shared between the tag and TTP. This 

message authenticates TTP to the tag and also 

updates s1 to s2. 

 Step 1-2. (TagTTP): The tag responds by 

generating another random number NT and sending 

))(,( 2)( PNtT NsHN
Ti

 to TTP. 

 Step 2. (TTPR1): TTP sends a revoke message 

))(( 1)( 1
sf r  to R1 and informs him that his privileges 

on Tagi are being revoked.  

 Step 3-1. (TTPR2): TTP generates a random 

number N'P and sends a grant message 

))(','( 22)'( 2
rsfN

PNrP   to the new owner (R2) and 

grants him full permissions along with privileges for 

the tag. 

 Step 3-2. (R2TTP): The new owner (R2) uses a 

one-way hash function and replies to TTP by 

sending )'( 22 Pr NsH  , where s2 is the new key 

value. 

 Step 4-1. (R2Tag): The new owner (R2) then 

establishes contact with the tag by generating a 

fresh random number NR2, and sending 

))(',( 2)(2 2 RsR NfN  to the tag. 

 Step 4-2. (TagR2): The tag generates a fresh 

random number TN '  and acknowledges that the 

message is correct by sending 

))(,'( 22)'( 2
sNHN RsNT T

  to the new owner (R2). 

2.1. De-Synchronization Attack 

As described before, in the KP protocol, the tag can 

update its secret key from s1 (old owner R1) to s2 (new 

owner R2) and loses s1 when it receives the message 

from TTP (after step 1-1) or when it receives the 

message from the new owner (R2) (after step 4-1). If 

we assume that the tag updates its secret key and loses 

s1 when it receives the message from TTP, the tag is 

de-synchronized forever and neither TTP nor the 

owners can access it anymore [10]. If we assume that 

the tag loses s1 when it receives the message from the 

new owner (R2), it would be vulnerable to the window 

attack in which, for a fraction of time, both current and 

new owners could access to the tag. On the other hand, 

an adversary can put the tag in a de-synchronized state. 

In this section, we describe a de-synchronization attack 

based on this assumption that the tag loses s1 when it 

receives the message from the new owner (R2). The 

attack's procedure is described as below: 

 Step 1. The adversary eavesdrops the pair 

))(',( 2)( 1
sfN stNP iP   sent by TTP and the pair 

))(',( 2)(2 2 RsR NfN  sent by R2. 

 Step 2. The adversary blocks the pair 

))(,'( 22)'( 2
sNHN RsNT T

  sent from the tag to the 

new owner (R2), now the tag has a new key s2, but 

R2 is waiting for an acknowledgement. 

 Step 3. Now, R2 does not accept the tag ownership 

transfer. Hereon, the protocol must be started again, 

as TTP sends ))(',*( 2)*( 1
sfN stNP iP   to the tag, 

now the tag acknowledges by generating a random 

nonce N*
T and sending ))*'(,*( 2)*( PNtT NsHN

Ti
 . 

Then TTP again sends a revoke message ))(( 1)( 1
sf r  

to R1 and informs R1 that his privileges on Tagi are 

being revoked. Next, TTP sends the grant message 

to R2, along with a freshly generated random 

number PN '*  by sending ))'(','*( 22)'*( 2
rsfN

PNrP  . 

 Step 4. The adversary blocks the acknowledgement 

sent from R2 to TTP and uses messages 

))(',( 2)( 1
sfN stNP iP   and ))(',( 2)(2 2 RsR NfN  that 

have eavesdropped before and sends them 

respectively to the tag. The tag is thus cheated to 
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update its current secret to (s2). Thus, neither TTP 

records (new (s
'
2) and old (s1)) nor R2's key (s

'
2) are 

equal to the new tag̓s key (s2). In fact, if TTP wants 

to take remedial action, it needs the tag's secret, 

which was just updated to s2 due to the above attack, 

but TTP does not know s2. Hence, the tag is de-

synchronized forever and neither TTP nor the 

owners can access it any more. The success 

probability of this attack is 1 while the complexity is 

two runs of the protocol. 

2.2. Improved KP Protocol 

In the KP protocol [3], TTP sends the message 

))(','( 22)'( 2
rsfN

PNrP   with a freshly generated 

random number PN '  and R2 generates a fresh random 

number NR2 and establishes contact with the tag by 

sending ))(',( 2)(2 2 RsR NfN . To improve the protocol’s 

security, we replace PN '  by NPT (where 

TPPT NNN  ' ) and NR2 by NTR2 (where 

22 RTTR NNN  ). The improved protocol of KP is 

depicted in Figure 2. Further modifications to improve 

the KP protocol are described as below:  

 Step 1-1. (TTPTag): Upon receiving an 

ownership transfer request, TTP generates a random 

number NP and a secret key s2 and sends the tuple 

))| |(,( 21)( 1
ssfN stNP iP   to the tag. This message 

authenticates TTP to the tag and also updates s1 to 

s2. 

 Step 1-2. (TagTTP): The tag generates a random 

number NT and responds by sending 

))(,( 2)( PNtT NsfN
Ti

  to TTP. 

 Step 2. (TTPR1): TTP sends ))(( 1)( 1
sf r  to R1 and 

informs him that his privileges on Tagi are being 

revoked. 

 Step 3-1. (TTPR2): TTP computes 

( TPPT NNN  ' ) and sends the grant message 

)))'(||(,( 22)( 2 PNrPT NrsfN
PT

  to R2 and grants the 

new owner (R2) full permissions along with any 

delegation privileges for the tag. 

 Step 3-2. (R2TTP): The new owner (R2) sends 

))'(( 22 Pr Nsf   to TTP which is based on the new 

key value s2. 

 Step 4-1. (R2Tag): The new owner uses NPT to 

decrypt the value sent by TTP in Step 3-1 

)))'(||(,( 22)( 2 PNrPT NrsfN
PT

  and determines NT by 

XORing NPT with PN ' . Then it generates a fresh 

random number NR2, computes ( 22 RTTR NNN  ) 

and establishes contact with the tag by sending 

))(,( 2)(2 2 RsTR NfN . 

 Step 4-2. (TagR2): The tag acknowledges with a 

fresh random number TN '  along with NR2 and s2 by 

sending ))(,'( 22)'( 2
sNfN RsNT T

 . Also, the tag 

determines NT by XORing NR2 with NTR2. 

R1

r1 , s1

TTP

ti , ri , si

R2

r2 , s2

Tagi

ti , s1 , s2

1-1

1-2

2

3-1

3-2

4-1

4-2

)||(, 21)( 1
ssfN stNP iP 

)(, 2)( PNtT NsfN
Ti



)( 11
sfr

))'(||(, 22)( 2 PNrPT NrsfN
PT



)'( 22 Pr Nsf 

)(, 22 2 RsTR NfN

)(,' 22)'( 2
sNfN RsNT T



 

Figure 2. The improved KP protocol. 

2.3. Security Analysis of the Improved KP 

Protocol 

 Secrecy/Data Integrity: In the improved KP 

protocol, using cryptographic functions (fk) 

guarantees the secrecy of the message. Without 

knowing keys, the adversary is not able to read the 

improved protocol’s encrypted messages. 

 DoS/Synchronization Problem: Proposed OTP sends 

the messages with a freshly generated random 

numbers (NJ, NIJ). It means that blocking any 

message creates no breach in the system. In 

addition, we do not face the de-synchronization 

problem. 

 Forward Secrecy: After the ownership has been 

transferred, the new owner (R2) will not be able to 

decrypt the messages which were transmitted 

between the tag and its old owner (R1) because the 

new owner (R2) is never allowed to know the old 

keys shared between the tag and its old owner. 

Thus, we ensure the forward secrecy in the 

improved KP ownership transfer protocol. 

 Passive Replay: In the improved KP protocol, each 

encrypted message contains a random value in each 

session. So an attacker cannot utilize eavesdropped 

messages. If an adversary eavesdrops messages 

which were exchanged between entities and then 

replays these messages to the tag, the tag will 

recognize these messages are invalid ones and will 

drop them. Because the random number of each 

message must be different in every use. 

 Windowing Problem: In the improved KP protocol, 

TTP sends the message )| |( 21)( 1
ssf stN iPT   to the 

tag and then the tag updates s1 to s2, so we cannot 

find a fraction of time, in which, both the new 

owner (R2) and the old owner (R1) can access the 

tag during ownership transaction. The serious 
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security features of KP protocol and improved KP 

protocol are compared in Table 2. 

Table 2. Security features comparison between the KP protocol and 

the improved KP protocol. 

Protocol 

Feature 

KP 

protocol 

Improved KP 

Protocol 

Secrecy Yes [3] Yes 

Synchronization No [3] Yes 

Forward Secrecy Yes [3] Yes 

Passive Replay Yes [3] Yes 

Resistance Against Windowing Problem No [3] Yes 

2.4. Performance Analysis of the Improved KP 

Protocol 

Performance comparison of the KP protocol and the 

improved KP protocol is depicted in Table 3. In this 

table “L”, “H” and “f(.)” denote the bit length 

parameters, hash function and encryption function 

respectively. We evaluate the performance of the 

improved KP protocol theoretically. It should be noted 

that, due to the resources limitation of low-cost RFID 

tags, using hash function and encryption function 

together does not sound practically feasible.  

Table 3. Performance comparison between the KP protocol and the 

improved KP protocol. 

#of Operations KP Protocol [1] Improved KP Protocol 

# 9 9 

#H 3 0 

#Transferred Bits L 2L 

#Random Numbers 5 5 

#f(.) 4 7 

3. De-synchronization Attack on Kapoor 

Ownership Transfer Protocol 

Recently Kapoor et al. [4] have proposed a shared 

ownership transfer protocol with a TTP (KZP 

protocol), which is depicted in Figure 3. Similar to KP 

protocol, this protocol is accomplished as below: 

 Step 1-1. (TTPTag): Upon receiving an 

ownership transfer request, TTP 

computes )(' 2)( 1
sf stN iP   and sends the tuple 

))(',( 2)( 1
sfN stNP iP   to the tag, where s1 is the 

secret shared between the tag and the current owner 

R1 (or the group R11, R12, …, R1M) and ti is the secret 

shared between the tag and TTP. This message 

authenticates TTP to the tag and also updates s1 to 

s2. 

 Step 1-2. (TagTTP): The tag generates a random 

number NT and acknowledges by 

sending ))(,( 2)( PNtT NsHN
Ti

 . 

 R11  …..   R1M 

TTP

ti , rji , si

 R21  …..   R2N 

Tagi

ti , s1 , s2

1-1

1-2

2

3-1

3-2

4-1

4-2

 r1i , s1  r2i , s2

)(', 2)( 1
sfN stNP iP 

)(, 2)( PNtT NsHN
Ti



)( 11
sf

ir

)(,' 22)'( 2 iNrP rsfN
Pi



)'( 22 Pr NsH
i



)(', 22 2 iRsiR NfN

)(,' 22)'( 2
sNHN iRsNT T



 

Figure 3. The KZP protocol [4]. 

 Step 2. (TTP(R11, R12, …., R1M)): TTP informs 

the current owners (R11, R12, …., R1M) that their 

privileges on Tagi are being revoked. It sends a 

revoke message and a keyed encryption function 

))(( 1)( 1
sf

ir . 

 Step 3-1. (TTP(R21, R22, …., R2N)): TTP generates 

a random number PN '  and grants new owners (R21, 

R22, …., R2N) full permissions along with privileges 

for the tag, by sending ))(','( 22)'( 2 iNrP rsfN
Pi

 . 

 Step 3-2. ((R21, R22, …, R2N)TTP): The new 

owners (R21, R22, …., R2N) send )'( 22 Pr NsH
i

  to 

TTP which is based on the new key value s2. 

 Step 4-1. ((R21, R22, …, R2N)Tag): The new 

owners (R21, R22, …., R2N) then generate a fresh 

random number NR2i, and establish contact with the 

tag by sending ))(',( 2)(2 2 iRsiR NfN . 

 Step 4-2. (Tag(R21, R22, …., R2N)): The tag 

generates a fresh random number TN '  and replies 

with ))(,'( 22)'( 2
sNHN iRsNT T

 . 

3.1. De-Synchronization Attack 

In the KZP protocol, the tag can update its secret key 

from s1 (old owners) to s2 (new owners) and loses s1 

after two different steps of the protocol.  

1. After step 1-1, when the tag receives the message 

from TTP; based on this assumption, the tag is de-

synchronized forever and neither TTP nor the 

owners can access it anymore [10].  

2. After step 4-1, when it receives the message from 

the new owners; based on this assumption, it would 

be vulnerable to the window attack in which, for a 

fraction of time, both the current and new owners 

could access to the tag. On the other hand, an 

adversary can put a tag and consequently the 

ownership transfer system in a de-synchronized 

state. In this section, we describe a de-

synchronization attack based on this assumption that 
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the tag loses 1s  when it receives the message from 

the new owners (R21, R22, …., R2N). The attack's 

procedure is described as below: 

 Step 1. The adversary eavesdrops the pair 

))(',( 2)( 1
sfN stNP iP   sent from TTP to the tag and 

the pair ))(',( 2)(2 2 iRsiR NfN  sent from the new 

owners to the tag. 

 Step 2. The adversary blocks the pair 

))(,'( 22)'( 2
sNHN iRsNT T

  sent by the tag, now the 

tag has a new key s2, but the new owners are waiting 

for an acknowledgement. 

 Step 3. Now, new owners do not accept the tag 

ownership transfer. Hereon the protocol must be 

started again, as TTP sends ))'(',*( 2)*( 1
sfN stNP iP   

to the tag. Now the tag generates a random number 

N*
T and acknowledge by sending 

2
( * )

( * , ( ' * ))
T P

t N
N H s N

i T
  to TTP. Then TTP sends a 

revoke message ))(( 1)( 1
sf

ir  to the old owners and 

informs them that their privileges on Tagi are being 

revoked. Next, TTP sends 

))'(','*( 22)'*( 2 iNrP rsfN
Pi

  as a grant message to the 

new owners, along with a freshly generated random 

number PN '* . 

 Step 4. The adversary blocks the acknowledgement 

sent from the new owners to TTP and uses messages 

))(',( 2)( 1
sfN stNP iP   and ))(',( 2)(2 2 iRsiR NfN  that 

have eavesdropped before and sends them 

respectively to the tag. The tag is thus deceived to 

update its current secret to s2. Thus, neither TTP 

records (new (s
'
2) and old (s1)) nor new owner's key 

(s
'
2) are equal to the new tag's key (s2).  

In fact, if TTP wants to take remedial action, it needs 

the tag's secret (s2) and TTP does not know it. Hence, 

the tag is de-synchronized forever and neither TTP nor 

the owners can access it any more. The success 

probability of this attack is 1 while the complexity is 

two runs of protocol. 

3.2. Improved KZP Protocol 

Similar to the KP protocol, in the KZP protocol, TTP 

sends the message ))(','( 22)'( 2 iNrP rsfN
Pi

  with a 

freshly generated random number PN '  and R2 (or a 

group of owners (R21, R22, …, R2N) generates a fresh 

random number NR2i and establishes contact with the 

tag by sending ))(',( 2)(2 2 iRsiR NfN . To improve the 

protocols security, we replace PN '  by NPT 

(where TPPT NNN  ' ) and NR2i by NTR2i 

(where iRTiTR NNN 22  ). Figure 4 shows the improved 

KZP protocol. Further modifications to improve the 

KZP protocol is described as below: 

 Step 1-1. (TTPTag): When TTP receives the 

ownership transfer request, it generates a random 

number NP and a secret key s2 and computes 

))| |(,( 21)( 1
ssfN stNP iP  , it then sends 

))| |(,( 21)( 1
ssfN stNP iP   to the tag, where s1 is the 

secret shared between the tag and the current 

owners (R11, R12, …., R1M) and ti is the secret shared 

between the tag and TTP. This message 

authenticates TTP to the tag and also updates s1 to 

s2. 

 Step 1-2. (TagTTP): The tag generates a random 

number NT and sends ))(,( 2)( PNtT NsfN
Ti

  to 

TTP as an acknowledgement. 

 Step 2. (TTP(R11, R12, …., R1M)): TTP sends 

))(( 1)( 1
sf

ir  to the old owners as a revoke message. 

 Step 3-1. (TTP  (R21, R22, …., R2N)): TTP 

computes ( TPPT NNN  ' ) and sends the tuple 

)))'(||(,( 22)( 2 PiNrPT NrsfN
PTi

  to the new owners as a 

grant message. 

 Step 3-2. ((R21, R22, …, R2N)TTP): The new 

owners (R21, R22, …., R2N) send ))'(( 22 Pr Nsf
i

  to 

TTP using a new key value s2. 

 Step 4-1. ((R21, R22, …, R2N)Tag): The new 

owners use NPT to decrypt the value sent by TTP in 

Step 3-1 
2 2

( )
( ( || ( ' )))

2 i P
r N

f s r N
i PT

  and determine 

NT by XORing NPT with PN ' . Then they compute 

( iRTiTR NNN 22  ) and establish contact with the tag 

by sending ))(,( 2)(2 2 iRsiTR NfN . 

 Step 4-2. (Tag(R21, R22, …., R2N)): The tag 

determines NT by XORing iRN 2  with NTR2i, then it 

generates a random number TN '  and sends 

))(,'( 22)'( 2
sNHN iRsNT T

  to the new owners as an 

acknowledgement. 

 R11  …..   R1M 

TTP

ti , rji , si

 R21  …..   R2N 

Tagi

ti , s1 , s2

1-1

1-2

2

3-1

3-2

4-1

4-2

 r1i , s1  r2i , s2

)||(, 21)( 1
ssfN stNP iP 

)(, 2)( PNtT NsfN
Ti



)( 11
sf

ir

))'(||(, 22)( 2 PiNrPT NrsfN
PTi



)'( 22 Pr Nsf
i



)(, 22 2 iRsiTR NfN

)(,' 22)'( 2
sNfN iRsNT T



 

Figure 4. The improved KZP protocol. 
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Similar to the improved KP protocol, in this 

subsection we analyze the security of the improved 

KZP protocol. 

 Secrecy/Data Integrity: In the improved KZP 

protocol, using the keyed encryption function (fk) 

secures all the communications. 

 DoS/Synchronization Problem: We use the 

messages that contain freshly generated random 

numbers (NJ, NIJ) which means that adversaries are 

unable to cause de-synchronization problem by 

blocking any messages. 

 Forward Secrecy: After the ownership has been 

transferred, the new owners (R21, R22, …, R2N) are 

never allowed to know the old keys shared between 

the tag and its old owners and are unable to decrypt 

the messages between the tag and its old owners 

(R11, R12, …., R1M). 

 Passive Replay: In the improved KZP protocol, each 

encrypted message contains a random value in each 

session, so the adversary is unable to pass the 

protocol by replaying eavesdropped messages. 

 Windowing Problem: In the improved KZP 

protocol, upon receiving the message from TTP the 

tag updates s1 to s2, so we cannot find a fraction of 

time, in which, both the new owners and the old 

owners can access the tag. 

Table 4 compares the serious security features of KZP 

protocol and improved KZP protocol. 

Table 4. Security features comparison between the KZP protocol 
and the improved KZP protocol. 

 

Protocol Feature KZP Protocol 
Improved KZP 

Protocol 

Secrecy Yes [4] Yes 

Synchronization No [4] Yes 

Forward Secrecy Yes [4] Yes 

Passive Replay Yes [4] Yes 

Resistance Against 

Windowing Problem 
No [4] Yes 

3.3. Performance Analysis of the Improved 

KZP Protocol 

In this paper, we evaluate the performance of the 

improved KZP protocol theoretically. Table 5 depicts 

performance comparison of the KZP protocol and the 

improved KZP protocol.  

Table 5. Performance comparison between the KZP protocol and 
the improved KZP protocol. 

 

# of Operations KZP Protocol [2] Improved KZP Protocol 

# 9 9 

#H 3 0 

# Transferred Bits L 2L 

# Random Number 5 5 

#f(.) 4 7 

In Table 5, “L”, “H” and “f(.)” denote the bit length 

parameters, hash function and encryption function 

respectively.  

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, we analyzed the security of two 

Ownership Transfer (OT) protocols which have been 

proposed by Kapoor and Piramuthu [3] and Kapoor et 

al. [4]. We proved that an attacker can put a tag in a 

de-synchronized state. The success probability of the 

given attacks is 1 while the complexity of all is only 

two runs of the protocols. Finally, we proposed two 

OTPs which are more secure than Kapoor and 

Piramuthu [3] and Kapoor et al. [4] OTPs and we 

proved that the proposed protocols are immune against 

de-synchronization attacks. 
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